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Diana Palm is known internationally as an intuitive healer who utilizes her
special connection to the spirit world to help people heal. Diana is a natural
medium with spiritual sight and was raised in a large Catholic family that did
not accept her abilities. In 1995, she traveled to Medjugorje Bosnia as a
spiritual pilgrim where a priest taught her how to use her abilities to clear
negative entities and help people heal. As Diana discovered how to use her
natural gifts, she was finally able to embrace them. Since that time, she has
worked with the public, both in private sessions and group events as well as
worked extensively with haunted people and locations. Diana is a multipublished author and teaches classes worldwide.
Diana has attended classes at Arthur Findlay College, the World’s Foremost
College for the Advancement of Spiritualism and Psychic Sciences in England.
She studied a wide variety of mediumship techniques and physical
phenomenon through spirit communication. (2010)

www.dianapalm.com

Diana is certified through the THInK Institute® as an Instructor of
ThetaHealing®. She has completed Basic, Advanced, Manifesting and
Abundance, Dig Deeper, Intuitive Anatomy, World Relations, Disease and
Disorder, Plant, Animal, Game of Life and DNA 3 (Including the certified
Instructors courses for Basic, Advanced, Manifesting and Abundance and Dig
Deeper).
In 2009, Diana founded the Afterlife Research Society (ARS) to explore
techniques and technology to document the existence of soul survival and
conducts Proof of the Afterlife presentations.
After living in and spiritually clearing several well publicized haunted houses,
Diana worked with paranormal investigation and research groups in the United
States and currently advises many others around the world.
In 2012, Diana founded Spirit Rescue Paranormal to focus on healing haunted
locations through her specialized services. All members of SRP are
ThetaHealing® certified and trained exclusively by her. Diana has been a
frequent guest speaker on Saturday Night Paranormal; a keynote speaker at
multiple metaphysical expo’s , co-presenter at Soul Power workshops and the
featured attraction at haunted events (Ghosts of Dunn County, Menomonie
WI.) as well as countless online blog radio shows and publications (FATE
Magazine #726, We Blog the World, The Healing Loft, News for the Soul, Soul
Revolution Radio, Burlington Vortex Conference).
Setting Spirits Free, Clear Negative Energy and Help Ghosts Cross Over
(book published by Llewellyn 2013)
Mediumship Scrying and Transfiguration for Beginners
(book published by Llewellyn 2017)
Spiritual Anatomy Divination Cards and Guidebook
(Available direct by pre-order)
YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/DianaPalm (over 72 educational
videos)
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